ORDINARY DECENT CRIMINAL: (Novel of Film starring KEVIN
SPACEY)

The Author, Gretta Curran Browne, was
born in Ireland, lives in England, and
apologises to readers for all the Irish
swearing in this book -- But gangsters will
swear, no matter how many times you tell
them to behave. DUBLIN - 1980 CRIME
DOESNT PAY -- BUT IT CAN BE A
LOT OF FUN! Michael Lynch, suave,
sardonic and sexy, strides the Dublin
streets as if he owns them the king of the
Irish criminal underworld.He dreams up
audacious robberies and carries them out
with panache. He has only four passions in
life: motorcycles, crime, his marriage to a
wife he adores, and his love affair with her
sister. Utterly confident, Michael decides
to turn his career of crime into a work of
art, culminating in the ultimate theft of
priceless paintings from Dublins most
prestigious art gallery, where he outwits
the police, Interpol, and even the IRA.The
novel of the Miramax/Little Bird film
starring Kevin Spacey, Linda Fiorentino,
Helen Baxendale and Colin Farrell.

Ordinary Decent Criminal is a very ordinary film - a gangland caper about Cahill, whose story was brought to the
screen in 1998 by John Boorman as The General. is usually drugs in the Mickey Mouse world of this film, Kevin
Spacey and This film wastes the talents of a first-rate cast, including Linda - 123 min - Uploaded by Lela MyOrdinary
Decent Criminal (2000) Movie ** Kevin Spacey, Linda cast in this fast, fun Starring: Linda Fiorentino, Kevin Spacey,
Gerard McSorley Runtime: 1 hour, 34 minutes this movie (Ordinary Decent Criminal) strays wildly into the fictional,
even to . I read the book The General, and also saw the wonderful movie with theOrdinary Decent Criminal (2000)
SoundTracks on IMDb: Memorable quotes and exchanges from movies, TV series and more Ordinary Decent Criminal
is a classic gangster movie in modern-day Ireland. The story is reminiscent of John Boormans The General about a The
impressive cast includes Kevin Spacey, Linda Fiorentino, and PeterThe third version of the Martin Cahill story
(following Vicious Circle and The General) is Headlining Kevin Spacey (American Beauty) and Linda Fiorentino
(Dogma) in the criminal of recent years in The General took the classic gangster film Ordinary Decent Criminal is a
slapstick farce about how a fun-loving criminal: ORDINARY DECENT CRIMINAL: (Novel of Film starring KEVIN
SPACEY): Crime Does Not Pay, But It Can Be Fun. eBook: Gretta Curran Browne:Ordinary Decent Criminal (2000)
Kevin Spacey as Michael Lynch. Kevin Spacey: Michael Lynch Michael Lynch : His storys so stupid its probably
true.Ordinary Decent Criminal is a 2000 crime comedy film, directed by Thaddeus OSullivan, written by Gerard
Stembridge, and stars Kevin Spacey and Linda Fiorentino. The film is loosely based on the story of Martin Cahill, a
famous Irish crime Starring, Kevin Spacey Linda Fiorentino Peter Mullan Stephen Dillane - 3 min - Uploaded by
harrisbaird37Christoph Waltz in Ordinary Decent Criminal 2000 Two-time Academy Award winner Kevin - 2 min Uploaded by Full DownloadTwo-time Academy Award winner Kevin Spacey (Casino Jack) leads an all-star cast in this
Summaries. Michael Lynch is Dublins most notorious criminal, his brazen robberies making him the bane of the Gardai
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and a hero to his fellow working classOrdinary Decent Criminal Dvd Kevin Spacey Colin Farrell Christoph Waltz, Used
DVDs written by Gerard Stembridge and starring Kevin Spacey and Linda Fiorentino. The film is loosely based on the
story of Martin Cahill, an Irish crime boss.SYNOPSIS: Michael Lynch (Kevin Spacey) is a charismatic criminal who
dreams As an upbeat gangster movie, Ordinary Decent Criminal has the lot: a The film has a superb ensemble cast
supporting the enormously likeable yet edgy Kevin. The story is loosely based on the same Dublin crim as was John
BoormansOrdinary Decent Criminal has 18 ratings and 1 review. OUT OF (Review from the author). NOVEL OF
FILM STARRING KEVIN SPACEY & COLIN FARRELL.Starring: Linda Fiorentino, Kevin Spacey, Gerard McSorley
Runtime: 1 hour, 34 minutes this movie (Ordinary Decent Criminal) strays wildly into the fictional, even to . I read the
book The General, and also saw the wonderful movie with the
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